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BMW - Using Virtual Test Rigs
for Loads Prediction
BMW Applies LMS Breakthrough in Durability Engineering
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The “Holy Grail” for many durability engineers is to reliably predict where and when their products
will break – long before the first hardware prototype is built. To do so would dramatically shorten
the durability process and help engineers to get higher quality products to market faster and more
cheaply. A recent break-through by LMS, working in conjunction with engineers from BMW in
Germany, has made significant advances towards that ultimate goal.

For many years, CAE-based, numerical
life prediction design tools such as LMS
FALANCS have been increasingly accepted
by the engineering community. For most
applications analysts can now predict
the critical-life locations and are able
to compare the fatigue life of different
component variants subject to a given
loading.
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unacceptable calculation times – certainly
for the long loading sequences inherently
linked to durability investigations. On the
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with lots of flexible bodies do not even
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prediction on the virtual test rigs.
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makes clear that LMS and BMW were
indeed capable of drastically improving
the correlation of the initial ADAMS virtual
test rig with respect to the real one.
The multiaxial load influence explains
why the improvement was as drastic in
amplitude (damage levels) as in phase
relation between the loads (position of
maximum damage on the sphere). Load
influence sphere diagrams indicate the 3D
load vectors. Close correlation between
measurement and the final MBS can be
seen.
This optimized virtual test rig was then
used to generate accurate interface loads
for a subsequent design optimization
based on numerical life Measurement
Initial MBS Model Optimized MBS Model
Load influence sphere diagrams prediction
with FALANCS.
“Having used LMS durability
technologiesfor load data analysis and
numerical fatigue life prediction for several
years we are able to improve our durability
engineering process substantially.
By introducing more and more CAE,
we are both improving our test based
capabilities and starting to establish true
virtual durability optimization loops for
chassis and body engineering to reduce
the time and costs of the development
process.” says Dr. Martin Brune, Manager
Predevelopment, Methods, Calculation,
BMW Group.

Conclusion
This case history shows that the LMS
approach to loads prediction using a
virtual test rig closely matches with
reality. We would like to thank BMW for its
cooperation in developing the technology
- and for its permission to publish the
results. Together with complete Digital
Test Tracks (including LMS Advanced
Tire models suited for accurate durability
and ride comfort simulations) these tools
are available today as loads prediction
capabilities & services for full vehicles.
This is a story to watch.
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